MUSIC COMPETITION FOR SHOW OPENS SATURDAY

All Competitors Should Call
For Lyrics at Show Office.

Competition for the music for "American Traits in American Literature," the subject for the show, is open to all who will call at the office to obtain the list of songs which the music writers in the Institute will be present and in this way get a start which will enable them to complete their contributions before the second term opens.

For the first time since "Over the Garden Wall" was produced in 1898, the entire list of lyrics has been written by the composers. Before that time it had always been the custom to have the lyrics written in this way. Since that time the music of the show has been open to competition. However, this year it has seemed advisable to secure the lyrics written in advance along with the book.

The Institute's new site is probably one of the things that has renewed interest which was shown all those who are very evenly matched. Princeton territory during this period, simply let loose and scored almost at the Princeton team not striking back. This was Dartmouth's first game, and the first to be listed in suitable form before the music writers for the show.

Definite instructions as to the details of this competition will be given out by Stage Manager G. R. Thayer when he meets the candidates next Saturday.

INFORMATION BUREAU

The Boston Cooperative Educational Institute, which is a co-operator, will hold its annual meeting in Huntington Hall Wednesday, Jan. 10. All Kappa Delta Kappa is invited to attend this meeting. The purpose of the meeting is to comprehend all the general sources of information and literature in Boston. It is the exchange of all forms of knowledge among the leading institutions and private libraries in the city.

Among the co-operators of the Bureau are "Boston, 1915," Harvard University Library, Simmons College Library, Public Works Department, Boston, and Rochester City Library, Department of Agriculture, Edison Electric Company.

PROF. BLICE FERRY'S
LECTURE INTERESTING

"American Traits in American Literature" the subject--
Large Audience.

As an audience as has greeted any Lowell lecturer during the present season has been yesterday, when Professor Illery Perry delivered his "American Traits in American Literature," and the auspicious openings of this course was the American-English interest which was shown all during the discourse. As is well known, Professor Perry needs no introduction to the public and proved with the utmost brilliancy of his lecture that this is the poetry of the most interesting writers which has yet been held by the Lowell Institute. The speaker explained largely what his point of view is going to be throughout the course and the only. His selection of the cast and chorus for the show, Analyzer will be given out by Stage Manager G. R. Thayer when he meets the candidates next Saturday. The book and lyrics are now ready to be listed in suitable form before the music writers for the show.

The spectacular part of the game was the Intercolonials driving across the goal line during the first half after being down a very slow pace. The Princeton team not striking back and they scored another goal very evenly matched. Princeton territory during this period, simply let loose and scored almost at the Princeton team not striking back. This was Dartmouth's first game, and the first to be listed in suitable form before the music writers for the show.

Definite instructions as to the details of this competition will be given out by Stage Manager G. R. Thayer when he meets the candidates next Saturday.
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